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Umpire donates piece of history
Jay Young
The BC News

Those traveling to the Baseball
Hall of Fame may want to visit
the University on their way to
Cooperstown, N.Y. The University was given a piece of one of the
biggest records in baseball
Tuesday.
Umpire Larry Barnett donated
the official lineup cards used in
the game where Cal Ripken Jr.
broke Lou Gehrig's consecutive
games played record. Barnett
was behind home plate the night
of the historic game.
Barnett, who was honored in
May with a University honorary
doctor of public service degree,
said the collectable will eventually be used to help establish a
scholarship in the name of Larry

BG welcomes Ripken's official lineup cards
and Sharon Bamett.
"In honor of Coach Gary
Blackney and his entire football
staff, Sharon and I would like to
designate this as a football scholarship," Barnett said at a ceremony at the Miletl Alumni
Center. "It's basically going to be
up to Dr. [Sidney] Ribeau and
Bowling Green to shop this, and I
would hope we get the best price
that we possibly can get."
After the ceremony. President
Ribeau said he is very appreciative of the gift.
JayY*n*TfceBCNt»i
"We're very pleased," Ribeau
University
President
Sidney
Ribeau
thanks
Larry
Barnett after Barsaid. "Now the challenge is to get
in the market and try to shop nett donated the lineup card used In the game where Cal Ripken Jr.
around and see what in fact the broke Lou Gehrig's consecutive games played record.

real value is."
Barnett, who has personally
donated $25,000 to the scholarship fund, said he isn't sure
what the donation is worth.
Barnett said a game ball signed
by the four American League
umpires who worked the game
sold for $9,000. He said the home
run ball Ripken hit in the record
tying game brought $43,000.
Philip Mason, vice president
for University Relations, said before the collectable is stored in a
secure area it will be looked at to
assure it remains in mint conditioa
Mason said the University is
willing to let time work on the

Tim Dahlberg
The Associated Press

LAS VEGAS ~ The "Pillowcase
Rapist" enjoyed his first full day
of freedom in 17 years Tuesday,
leaving California prison officials frustrated. Las Vegas police
on the alert and past victims
fearing his next attack.
Reginald Muldrew, 47, nicknamed because he put pillowcases over his victims' heads to
keep them from seeing him, assured police when he arrived
Monday: "I'm passing through
and eventually I will be out of
Las Vegas."
Asked if he was rehabilitated,

Muldrew said: "Well, that is information that will come out if
they watch eventually, you know.
So, right now that's still up in the
air."
He isn't, one of his victims
said.
"He'll do it again. He'll do it
again and, God, I would just pray
he will prove us all wrong," Virginia Watson said Tuesday in Los
Angeles. "I know that he'll do it
again. I hope the next person will
be as lucky as me and be sitting
here talking to you."
Rape counselors said such
fears are well-founded.
"Unfortunately, I have not
learned about any successful re-

Weapons motion
concerns police
Joe Boyle
The BG News

Kelly RlioH'hc BC Ncwi

Members of Womyn for Womyn commemorate the sixth anniversary of the Montreal Massacre outside of University Hall yesterday.

Tribal artifacts debated
Idaho (AP) - The Nez Perce
National Historic Park in Spalding might get another chance to
display tribal artifacts being returned to the Ohio Historical Society this month after 16 years on
loan in Idaho.

Paul Mlfsud, chief of staff for
Ohio Gov. George Volnovich,
wrote in a Nov. 20 letter to Idaho
Gov. Phil Ban that historical society trustees are "very willing
to discuss the sale of the collection to the state of Idaho or to the
Nez Perce Tribal Executive
Committee at some reduction

"Ripken single-handedly put
baseball back on the right track,"
Barnett said. "Cal Ripken in 1995
did more for the great game of
baseball than anyone has in my
baseball career."

Released rapist heads
to Las Vegas nightlife

Rememberance

The Associated Press

value of the piece of baseball history.
Barnett said he donated the
piece of history to the University
because he feels he has a special
connection with the institution.
"We want to help someone
down the line to get a free education, and I think Bowling Green is
a great place to do that," Barnett
said.
Barnett said watching the establishment of a record he thinks
will never be touched is the highlight of his 27-year career as an
American League umpire.

from fair market value.
"After the collection has been
fully appraised, they are also
willing to consider an additional
loan period for the collection at
your facility."
Mifsud's letter came in reSee INDIAN, page five.

The Ohio Association of Chiefs
of Police has taken aim on a bill
in the Ohio State House of Representatives which would allow citizens to carry concealed
weapons.
The bill has, however, gained
strong support from the National
Rifle Association.
Ray Parsons, a former Wood
County sheriff's deputy and
owner of Parsons' Sport Shop,
said the proposed change makes
perfect sense.
"Criminals are already carrying concealed weapons," Parsons
said. "It makes sense to let honest citizens defend themselves."
Parsons also said the change
could help curb some violent
crimes such as carjacking.
"I think somebody's going to
think twice about jumping somebody [if they are armed]," he
said.
However, police agencies. Including the Ohio Association of
Chiefs of Police, have opposed
the move.
Bowling Green Police Major
Tom Votava said allowing people
to carry concealed firearms
would put the officers of his division In more danger.
"When you're stopping a car at

night, you're always concerned
about safety," Votava said. "With
this, there will be many more
weapons, posing a greater risk of
officer safety."
Votava also said he believes
the law will not make average citizens any safer.
"I believe there's a high risk to
members of the public as concealed weapons become more
accessible to persons in the midst
of anger or aggressiveness. That
could Injure or kill people," Votava said.
Parsons disagreed, saying that
thorough background checks will
weed out anyone with a history of
domestic violence.
While the NRA supports this
decision based on statistics showing decreased violent crimes in
Florida where a similar law was
passed, Votava said these figures
are inaccurate.
"The NRA stats are highly
inaccurate. They cite surveys
that show violent crimes have
decreased, but they've actually
Increased," Votava said.
An aide to State Representative Joy Padgett said Padgett believes the people of Ohio
"deserve a good ngrit-.ocarry
bill," and added Governor
George Volnovich may propose
his own rendition of the bill.

habilitation programs," said
Renata Cirri with the Rape Crisis
Center in Las Vegas.
Police said Tuesday they were
not following Muldrew, but were
keeping tabs on him. They met
him at the airport Monday to tell
him he must register with authorities if he remains in Nevada
for 48 hours.
"Of course we're monitoring
him," police Sgt. Greg McCurdy
said. "He knows it. He should expect it."
Muldrew was linked to as many
as 200 sex crimes in the Los Angeles area from 1976 through
See RAPIST, page four.

Awardwinning
teacher
to speak
Brandon Wray
The BG News

The 1994 University Distinguished Teaching Award
winner will be the commencement speaker for the
December graduation.
Ralph Wolfe, a part-time
English professor, is speaking because the winner of
the award always speaks at
the following year's
December graduation.
"Dr. Wolfe is a wonderful
teacher and person," said
Carol Sanner, secretary to
the vice president of University Relations. "His
speech, titled 'Exit BG to
the Yellow Brick Road,' is
great."
Phil Mason, vice president of University Relations, said Wolfe is an example of what professors
aspire to be.
"He epitomizes what
excellent teachers are,"
See SPEAKER, page four.
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Safety measures
good, not enough
The administration is taking several steps to improve safety on campus. It has decided to install
three new emergency phones throughout campus, and
get personal alarms that will be available for student use
at residence hall desks.
Now it is considering installing a Personal Entry Device access system in residence halls besides Founders,
where it already exists.
The downsides of the system are that it would cost
$250,000 and that some students believe it can't stop
people from entering residence halls if they really want
to. Being more safe is better than the current system
where anyone can enter halls, though. And there's no
question that student safety is worth that amount of
money.
The News believes the PED access system, installed in
all the residence halls, would work well to deter some
crime inside the halls.
However, we also realize that most of the reported sex
crimes that occur in residence halls are committed by
people the victims know and invited into the halls themselves. For this reason, the PED access system would
only work toward deterring crimes committed by
strangers, such as "peeping toms."
All of the steps the administration has taken so far
have been to help prevent sexual and other assaults by
strangers. But the truth is, most of the reported assaults
are sexual assaults committed by people the victims
know.
So while The News commends the administration for
the steps already taken, we hope the institution also
plans to take measures to help educate people about acquaintance crimes, such as date rape.
Little can be done about those crimes except education. Men need to be educated about when to abstain
from force, and in some cases, about exactly what can be
defined as force. Even if a woman's too drunk to kick and
scream, if she simply says no, and a man still has sex
with her, that isforce.
Both men and women need to be educated about when
too much alcohol is too much. Study after study shows
that alcohol makes people do things they wouldn't do
sober. It puts them in situations that can get out of control.
So The News urges the administration to continue with
the current steps they are taking to help prevent crimes.
We also hope the administration considers the context of
most crimes, and takes steps to help educate people
about those, the most prevalent and damaging of them
all.
Copyright O 1995 by The BG News. Reprinting of any material
in this publication without permission of The BG News is strictly
prohibited.
The BG News is an independent student voice founded in 1920
and is published daily during the academic year and Wednesday's in
the summer.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the
student body, faculty or University administration. Opinions
expressed in columns, cartoons and letters are not necessarily those
ofTheBGNews.
Letters intended for publication must be 200-300 words long,
typed and include the writer's name, phone number and University
affiliation, if any. The BG News reserves the right to edit any and
all letters.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any
errors in stories or photograph descriptions.
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Football tears down society
Over Thanksgiving, before the
El Triptafln kicked in, we realized what it is we hate about this
time of year. No, not the post-Thanksglvlng materialism or the
endless hours of holiday music In
every freaking store. It's football!
Yep, you read it right - we
hate, loath and despise football.
Please don't crucify us yet because, like all other Issues, we
have very good reasons.
We were both raised in families where Sunday football was a
family event. Don't get us wrong,
we tried really, really hard to get
Into it And if you want to make
the Joke about women, like Kim,
not understanding football 1 dont bother. Trust us, she
knows how to play. Raised In
Wisconsin where being a Green
Bay fan is required, she was
forced to play with the neighborhood gang. She knows the lingo
and she knows how to play.
We watched the games every
Sunday. Kim's parents are
Packer fans, Dan's are Browns
fans and needless to say it was
next to impossible to communicate with them during a game. In
fact, we probably could get away
with more mischief during game
day than at any other time during
the year. During the rest of the
week, we would be endlessly

questioned as to where we were tending this beacon of happiness.
Suddenly, a few days before the
wedding, Kim was informed that
they would not be going to the
wedding because (and we quote)
"The Packers game is on T.V."
Speaking of what people care
about, let's talk about the Cleveland (or should we say former)
Browns. Over break, Kim went
back to Cleveland and everywhere there were signs crying
"SAVE THE BROWNS" or "Sign
the petition to save our Browns."
In all honesty we have never seen
a community come together on
one issue in a really long time.
What's wrong with this?
Everything Is wrong with this,
when did saving your damn football team become more important than saving something a
going and what we would be do- little more beneficial to the
ing, but during the game we community, like schools? Think
oouldnt even get a good bye. about it, if the entire Cleveland
This says a lot about how much community, or any community,
could come together to demand
and what people care about
Let's use a personal story of that the school system be imKim's to Illustrate this... A few proved, maybe something could
years back, one of her neighbors change.
Why cant we get a national
got married in Indiana on New
Year's Day and her family popular magazine with cover art
planned to go. Kim did not really depicting Newt Gingrich suckerwant to go, she had made plans punching a student? Why can't
with other friends for that day. we draw up plans to build newer
But the family insisted she go, so and better schools, then give milreluctantly she agreed. Nothing lions of dollars to build them?
could stop the family from at- Why should a football team be

Kim §h.

Dan

more Important to a ooummunity
than the schools its children have
to attend? Never have we seen
such a disgustingly blatant act of
selfishness and stupidity.
People have told us that saving
the Browns Is a matter of pride.
How can Cleveland be considered a legitimate "Big City"
without a pro-football team? "We
will lose vital business in Cleveland," they cry. What are 80,000
people going to do on Sunday's
now Instead of going to the
games?
Cleveland could possibly be a
better city If the people of the
community Joined together to do
something positive, like helping
the schools. Not only would this
help Cleveland, but would make
it a "Legitimate Big City." The
business lost will not really hurt
the big business In Cleveland.
They still have baseball, basketball, Indoor soccer, hockey, etc.,
and the Rock 'n' Roll Hall of
Fame among other things to keep
the people c^"'"g to the city.
And maybe those 80,000 can go
home and spend a little quality
time playing football in the backyard with their kids.
Don and Km would like to
thank you for Out overwhelming
reply to last weeks column,
please write us some more at
dstutzm@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Attitudes cause problems
'We dont have a parking problem..."
Even if we did, it certainly isnt
the biggest problem facing the
University.
This letter Is in response to
Roark Little field's column, which
appearedTbe News Nov. 28. My
opinion here is Intended to make
a point that students who whine
about the parking and other insignificant problems at BGSU,
are themselves the biggest problem facing, not Just the University, but our country at large.
Uttlefield'a opinion demonstrates a void of maturity and
common sense prevalent In too
many college students. I witnessed this first-hand as a student at the University and I still
see it today as a member of the
business world. This is not a personal attack on Littiefield and
students like him, but to prove
my point about what I feel Is
THE Issue, I would 11 ke to address his core complaints about

Ha pM*ir*g atmtfoM

These complaints are the same
ones heard when I was a commuter student myself. I did not
live close aejageji to campus to
walk, nor did I have the time to
ride a bike. like most commuters, I worked while attending
(■lasses And like a few, I worked
full time. I understand how valu-

able a person's time is to them
and anyone with a vague understanding of that value, knows
how to budget it.
Why shouldn't the University
faculty and staff have the prime
spaces? They are paid handsome
salaries for their work, faculty
time is valuable to the University, more so than yours. Faculty
and staff are a long-term Investment for the University, students are a temporary and disposable return on that Investment
Yes, littiefield, you are the customer and the main reason the
University exists. But like any
customer, you can take your
business elsewhere If you don't
like it. There are plenty of Institutions that would be happy to
take your money. All with their
own parking problems, I'm sure.
Try UT or OSU sometime.
Any student who spends 20 to
30 minutes looking for a parking
space needs their head examined. Just assume you'll never be
able to park in a prime spot,
leave for class 30 minutes earlier, and plan on walking. If you
were to add up all those 20
minute walks over the course of
16 weeks, there's no reason why
you, with your Walkman and a
few tapes, cant have a firm
grasp on a foreign language by
the end of the semester.

6

I quote your column. Littlefield, "The idea of ticketing students is ridiculous. We are being
punished for coming to class."
Wow, talk about needing your
head examined! Anyone who
runs up hundreds of dollars on
their Bursar bill doesn't deserve
to register for classes. Parking
violations are a violation of the
law. The University is no
different than our society. We
have laws and acceptable conduct for all to follow. If you can't
abide, you will be punished. Were
you absent the day Officer Mitchell came to first grade to explain how law and punishment
works, or was it too far to walk?
I do agree with you that parking lots should be lit for optimum
safety. However, I dont know
how many assaults have occured
because the lots are not adequately lit If safety is your concern, why dont you find out
yourself? But I seriously doubt
that It Is your concern. Have you
read your own column? The main
complaint throughout la your lncon vlenence. Well, boo hool
I conclude with your solution to
the problem: "...level the Paul J.
Olscamp Hall and construct the
Paul J. Olscamp Parking Garage.'' Now that's Intelligent I Do
I even have to point out that It
will never happen? Again I agree

with you, a parking garage may
be the solution. However, the excuse that the University's aesthetic design cant be disrupted
is about as silly as your clumn.
Yes, the University should be
more realistic, a garage is a practical solution to the problem. A
problem that, if it existed, does
not significantly Impact the University's primary function - providing you with the opportunity
to learn and prepare yourself for
life. Getting to class Is your problem, not the University's.
Like It or not, littiefield, your
complaints do not Impact the bottom line at BGSU.
Maybe you weren't here when
President Olscamp summed It up
best "We dont have a parking
problem, we have a walking
problem)" Like him or not, the
whole solution Is simple.
Students (potential employees)
who think that employers like
myself don't spot Immaturity and
Ignorance Instantly are mi««ing
the point. If you were in my office for an Interview, your resume would bit the trashcan before the door hit you on the way
out Grow up and start acting like
an adult If you expect to be
treated like one!
Scott Campbell
BGSU Graduate

Briefs
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Campus In 'Brief
o

Staying afloat
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Car chase ends with
punched police

"Common Threads"
showing
"Common Threads," a
film about the AIDS quilt,
will be shown today at 8
p.m. on the third floor of
Anderson Arena. The event
is in conjunction with World
AIDS Day, and is sponsored
by the Honors Program and
the AIDS Quilt Host Committee.
The film Is open to anyone
who wants to attend. Ad' mission is free.

Morale committee
discussed
The University's dance
marathon Informational
meeting for the morale
committee will meet today
at 9:30 p.m. In room 114 of
the Business Administration Building.
A moraler is the dancer's
advocate during the 32-hour
event on March 16 and 17.
Their job is to keep the dancers awake and motivated,
plan activities for the event
and help make up the line
dance.
All are welcome to attend.

Ventiloquist comes
to campus
Critically-acclaimed ventriloquist Peter Hefty and
his "dummy," Justin, will
appear at Checkers Pub, 809
South Main St. in Bowling
Green, on Thursday at 9
p.m.
Peter and Justin have appeared with comedians
such as Sinbad, Jay Leno,
Harry Anderson and Dennis
Miller.
Tickets are $4.00 in advance or $6.00 the day of the
show. Ticket information
can be obtained by calling
3S2-9837, or by stopping by
Checkers or Madhatter Music.

ACGFA looking for
representatives
Applications for offcampus representatives for
the Academic Committee
for General Pee Allocations
(ACGFA) are still avaUable
at 10SD Mosely Hall.
The deadline to apply is
noon on Dec. 8. Completed
applications should be returned to the Off-Campus
Student Center.

Alumni nominations
needed
The College of Education
and Allied Professions Is
seeking candidates for its
17th annual "Alum of the
Year" award.
The award honors alumni
who have distinguished
themselves through outstanding performance in
their profession or in public
service. Candidates must
hold either an undergraduate or graduate degree from
the University, with their
major program in the College of Education and Allied
Professions.
This year's award will be
presented April 28 at the
College's annual honors
convocation.

WEST MIDDLESEX, Pa. - A
New York man punched a trooper
In the face after leading police on
a chase from Ohio Into Pennsylvania, police said.
Douglas W. Rettig Jr. of Olean,
N. Y., waa charged Monday with
aggravated assault on a police
officer. He struck Trooper P.E.
Newborn as the trooper waa trying to arrest him in Shenango
Township, Mercer County, state
police said.
The blow scratched Newborn's
glasses and left a mark on the left
side of his face, according to Sgt.
Donald Dunbar of the Ohio State
Patrol.
Rettig was Initially stopped in
Portage County, Ohio, on Monday
after another trooper saw his car
weaving, Dunbar said.
He fled across the state line
with police In pursuit. Rettig
tried to ram a few patrol cars
during the chase, which ended in
Mercer County, Dunbar said.
Newborn, who works out of the
Ravenna barracks of the Ohio
State Patrol, did not require medical attention, Dunbar said. Other
troopers managed to subdue and
handcuff Rettig.
He will likely face more charges in Ohio.

Jackson supports donor
donations
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Chief Petty Officer, Chris Lydman signals docking instructions to lena arrives in Melbourne, Australia, on a five day courtesy visit,
wharf workmen as the United States nuclear submarine USS He- Behind Lydman, the rudder of the submarine is visible.

positive people from joining its
defense forces.
"We need everybody in uniform to be potentially able to
fight and that means that they
have to be fit and healthy enough
to do that," said Acting Defense
Minister Garry Punch.
"Potential recruits who are
HIV-positive are not treated any
differently to other applicants
who may suffer from a wide
range or medical conditions" that
disqualify them for service,
Punch said.
Service personnel who become
HIV-positive while they are in
the defense forces will not autobe expelled. An official,
Canada withholds mil- matically
who spoke on condition of anonymity, said such cases would be
lions from British
considered on an individual basis.
Columbia
The HIV virus causes AIDS, alOTTAWA - The federal
though those who are infected
government said Tuesday it will
sometimes do not show sympwithhold $35 million from British toms for years.
Columbia until the province elimRabin's Granddaughter
inates a residency requirement
Gingrich sister makes
for welfare recipients.
to
Write Memoir
British Columbia, Canada's
"Friends"
NEW YORK - Israeli Prime
most
prosperous
province,
enHARRISBURG, Pa - While her
acted Its requirement to discour- Minister Yitzhak Rabin's grandbrother grumbles about being
daughter, who delivered a heartage an influx of welfare recipisent to the back of the plane,
ents trying to escape scaled-back wrenching eulogy at his funeral,
Can dace Gingrich is getting the
has sold the rights to her
assistance rates In Ontario and
star treatment.
memoirs to the Alfred A. Knopf
Alberta.
Gingrich, half-sister of House
company.
"By imposing this rer idency
Speaker Newt Gingrich, makes
Noa Ben-Artzi Philosof, 18, rerequirement, British Columbia is
her acting debut Jan. 18 on the
portedly received an advance of
NBC sitcom "Frienda," playing a breaking the law," said Human
nearly $1 million, although the
Resources Minister Lloyd Axminister at a lesbian wedding.
publisher would not confirm tha:
She won the role after meeting worthy. "I have no choice but to
figure. Her book, due out in April
take
this
action
until
the
issue
Is
some cast members at a gay
will cover her life and include a
resolved."
rights fund-raiser. The 29-yearplea for peace in the Middle East.
As
of
Friday,
British
Columbia
old Gingrich, a lesbian, was living
During her eulogy, Philosof
began refusing welfare to anyone
and working for United Parcel
discussed her grandfather In
who
hadn't
lived
in
the
province
Service In Harrisburg when she
personal terms. Knopf vice
for three months. That violated
decided to go public, speaking
president and senior editor Jonthe
Canada
Assistance
Plan,
against her brother's opposition
athan Segal, who purchased the
which
pays
the
federal
share
of
to gay rights.
North American publishing
provincial welfare and seeks to
The episode will not make any
rights to the book, said he found
references to her famous family ensure that Canadians can travel the eulogy extremely moving.
freely between provinces.
ties. "She's just kind of there,"
In her speech, Philosof told Ra"People should be able to move
said a show publicist.
and the assembled world
freely and find work," Axworthy bin
leaders:
"Others greater than I
said. "B.C.'s action limits that
Hanks likes Erie setting mobility, especially for vulnera- have already eulogized you. But
none of them ever had the pleaERIE, Pa. - Actor Tom Hanks
ble people who are out of work
sure I had to feel the caresses of
said he chose the third-largest
and have no resources."
your warm, soft hands, to merit
city in Pennsylvania as the setBritish Columbia says more
ting for his latest movie because
than 2,200 new welfare recipients your warm embrace that was
reserved only for us, to see your
of its "Americana Steel Belt"
arrive in the province each
half-smile that always told me so
image.
month. The residency requiremuch, that same smile which is
Hanks said the only time he had ment affects newcomers from
longer, frozen in the grave
been to Erie was 12 years ago,
other provinces, immigrants and no
with you."
when he stopped here during a
refugees.
The 200-page book will be pubdrive to Toronto.
lished with the author using the
"Because I was bored with the
name Noa Rabin, the company
freeway, I took a local route
Australia to Bar HIVsaid Tuesday.
through town," Hanks said in a
Knopf Is not the only publisher
positive Recruits
written response to questions
with a Rabin-related book for
CANBERRA,
Australia
Aussubmitted by the Erie Daily
tralia's government announced
next year. HarperCollins Is planTimes.
Tuesday that It will bar HIVning a Rabin biography in late
Erie is the setting for 'That

ORANGE, Calif. - The Rev. Jesse Jackson urged people to donate bone marrow as he visited
the leukemia-stricken daughter
of baseball great Rod Care w.
Jackson and the Care w family
prayed outside Michelle's room
at Children's Hospital of Orange
County on Sunday and urged volunteers - especially minorities to get tested for the National
Marrow Donor Program.
Jackson said he admired the
Carew family's devotion to the
18-year-old. He also warned that
not everyone can afford the same
level of treatment.
"Thank God for major league
baseball," Jackson said. "But so
few others can afford this kind of
medical care. For American people, there must be a safety net
through which no American will
fall."

GREENBRIAR, INC.
Announces
Apartments for Fall '96
•Columbia Court
•Field Manor
•East Merry
•Frazee Avenue
•Ridge Manor

Thing You Do!," a 20th Century
Fox production starring Hanks
that he also wrote and directed.
Filming began last week in
downtown Orange, Calif., near
Los Angeles, and Is scheduled to
end In 14 weeks. The studio has
not yet set a release date.
The plot, from what the studio
has divulged, revolves around an
Erie-based rock band that Hanks'
character manages in the summer of 1964.
Hanks said the movie could not
be filmed in Erie because it is set
in the summertime, and Erie get!
heavy snow in the winter.

UPTOWN
SAVE $$$$$$$$$
UPTOWN ANNOUNCES
COVER REDUCTIONS AND
SPECIALS
NO COVER OVER 21

and bouquets of flowers and
chanted, "Welcome, welcome,
special welcome," as Castro
strolled into a hotel amid tight
security.
Russia accused NATO
Police In green uniforms guarded the lobby, and Castro's
of espionage
motorcade had Its own police esMOSCOW -Russia's air decorts.
fense forces accused NATO
Since arriving in China last
Tuesday of continuing air
Wednesday, the Cuban leader has
espionage operations, saying
visited Beijing, Xian and Shamore than 900 spy flights have
been detected along the country's nghai, and met with Chinese
President Jiang Zemin and Preair borders this year.
mier Li Peng.
Though they both led peasant
The air defense forces' press
service said the aircraft, tracked revolutions in their countries,
Castro did not develop close ties
by Russian radars, made reconwith China because of its rivalry
naissance flights to collect inwith the former Soviet Union.
formation "In the Interests of
Jiang became the first Chinese
their countries and NATO," the
leader to travel to Cuba in 1993.
ITAR-Tass news agency reportWhile reforms have spawned
ed.
an economic boom in China, Cuba's economy has languished,
suffering from the combined efCuban leader tours
fects of a U.S. embargo and the
china
collapse of the Soviet Union and
SHENZHEN, China - As part
East Bloc trading partners.
of his first visit to China, Fidel
Castro toured the skyscrapers
On Tuesday, the only mention
and neon-lit streets of Shenzhen
of his activities was a brief fourTuesday, a showpiece of China's sentence dispatch by the official
Xinhua News Agency saying be
shift toward capitalism.
Two dozen hotel staff in red
had visited a large steel plant in
silk cheong-sam - traditional
Shanghai before flying to Shenzfull-length dresses - waved flags hen.
1996 - "Rabin: A Martyr's Life,"
by ex-Washington Post reporter
Dan Kurzman.

NATIONAL WoolhOi
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Casino Might
presented byi
USA and Kohl Hall
Friday, December 8th.
9:00 pm to Midnight
Amanl Room

Tickets are being sold presale
for $3 and $4 at the door.
All proceeds benefit MDA.
Come and Join the fan!

$1 COVER UNDER 21 BEFORE 11P.M.
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Meeting
to connect
campuses

Darla Wamock
The BG News

Heather Cvengros
The BC News
Faculty senate passed a resolution at Tuesday's meeting to telecommunicate next October's
senate meeting at Firelands College to OIscamp Hall.
On Oct. 3 Faculty Senate conducted a meeting at Fireland's College.
However, due
to class conflicts, some
senate members from the
University's
main campus
were unable to
attend.
The resolution resolved that on
a one-year experimental basis,
the October 1996 meeting will be
conducted from Firelands College as a teleconference to Olscamp Hall. Senators who can,
should attend at Firelands, and
those with conflicting class
schedules should attend at Olscamp.
Harold Lunde, vice chairman
of faculty senate, said faculty
need to make use of the new
technology.
"Those who are not able to
make It to Firelands can be connected 'as one' with the technology," Lunde said.
The University needs to find
out if the technology is available,
according to Fiona Mackinnon-Slaney, chairwoman of faculty
senate.
"Between now and May is
when we need to experiment and
see if we have the technology to
do this," Mackinnon -Slaney said.

Habitat helps build
homes, community

EPA involves,
educates area
In an attempt to involve the
community in deciding new
draft rules to establish compost quality standards, the
Ohio Environmental Protection Agency is holding an informational session in Bowling Green.
Carol Hester, spokeswoman
for the Ohio EPA, said input is
needed from the public before
the rule can be put into effect.
"It's partly to educate the
public," Hester said. "But it is
also to gain input from people.
We're trying to get a lot of information."
The Ohio EPA is required by
law to develop standards of
quality for compost to ensure
the use of compost products,
such as yard waste and food,
does not pose a threat to public health, safety or the environment. They must hold at
least two public information
sessions before the standards
can be set.
"We're doing more than
what we are required to do,"
said Hester. "We've found that
we can develop better rules
when more people are involved."
Ohio EPA is holding five
sessions at various locations
throughout Ohio in order to
gain a better understanding of
the public viewpoint on the
new rule.
One session will take place
in the Alumni Room of the
University Union Dec. 11 from

2-4 p.m. and from 6:30-8:30
p.m.
Other locations hosting
these meetings will be the
University of Akron, Ohio
University, Wright State University and the J. Leonard
Camera Center auditorium in
Columbus.
At each session, the Ohio
EPA will provide an overview
of the draft rules, answer
questions and take informal
comments on the draft rules.
It is conducting these information sessions prior to the
formal public comment period
as a way to encourage greater
participation.
"This is the added assurance
that closes the loop," Hester
said. "It is an additional way
of getting input."
The goal of the Ohio EPA is
to have the new rule finalized
by mid-1996. As it stands now,
before public criticism, the
rules will prohibit the sale,
use, distribution or giving
away of any compost that does
not meet the appropriate compost quality standards.
There will be different
standards based on the kind of
materials that are composted.
Minimum standards would
apply to all types of cured
compost, which is any natural
waste. Ohio EPA is considering imposing additional standards for compost that may
include animal waste or small
pieces of plastic, glass or
metal.
"A lot of it is pretty scientific," Hester said.

RochBlle M. Convene
The BC News
Habitat for Humanity does
more than just build houses for
the needy, it also involves building communities. Community involvement is an integral part of
Habitat's mission and is viewed
by volunteers as one of the
greatest aspects of Habitat.
Senior sociology major Natalie
Vorst, a volunteer for Habitat in
Wood County, said that her involvement has given her a sense
of community because everyone
works together, sharing their
talents with a common goal In
mind.
"Although I know it's important for the families to have a
house, it's far more important for
the community to grow from
helping each other out," she said.
Vorst said she believes that a
collective community is paramount to building a positive and
productive society — a society in
which people feel more connected.
"I want that sense of community, and being a part of Habitat
renews my faith in the human
race by seeing all types of people
work together to help the less
fortunate," she said.
Vorst also added: "There's a
certain attitude going into the
house. It's the attitude that the
house was built from the care of
the community because the volunteers put their heart into it."

SPEAKER
Continued from page one.

RAPIST

Mason said. "He is informed,
the time of his conviction, he entertaining, patient and spends
shortened his term through good time outside the classroom with
1978, sometimes several in one behavior. If sentenced today, he his students.'
Wolfe earned his bachelor of
night. He was convicted of four would be sent to prison for 25
science In English from the Unirapes and 13 related sex, burg- years to life.
California officials said at his versity In 1951. After finishing
lary and robbery offenses in 1978
release that Muldrew had served his doctoral degree at Indiana
and was sentenced to 25 years.
Under the sentencing law at his maximum sentence and there University in 1960, Wolfe rewas no way left to hold him. He turned to the University to teach
does not have to report to Cali- and has been here ever since.
fornia parole officers and cannot
be restricted in his travel or res- "He has taught numerous EngSunday, December 10 - Thursday, December 14
idence.
lish and film classes, served on
Sunday, December 17 - Thursday, December 21
Under a new Nevada law, many committees and honors orindependently owned
neighbors must be notified if a ganizations, has had over SO artiand operated
convicted sex offender moves cles and reviews published,"
-Beg
(located across
Mason said.
into the area.
BEST
WESTERN;
Western
from Harshman
Dorm)
per night for a
single or double
,a4««
Where do you stand on the issue?
mc
room (plus tax)
Come participate in a debate
Early Check-in and Late Check-out time • Continental Breakfast
Coffee available 24 hours • also executive rooms $39.95
between:
Limited number of
Advance
Pam O'Leary & Use Knecht
rooms available at
352-4671
reservations
(Center for Choice II)
this rate.
required.
AND
Coupon Must Be Presented At Check In
■

However, Lunde added the
senate needs support before they
can begin to work out the details
of the technology.
Concerns that were raised by
senate members Included cost
and whether there would be a
lower turnout rate at Fireland's
meeting.

Continued from page one.

BGSU APPRECIATION SPECIAL

Falcon Pla

$29.95
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Celebrate the holidays by participating in the
outstanding health and fitness incentive program.

PRO-LIFE or PRO-CHOICE

Michael Durbin & Denise Swain
(Foundation for Life)
Wednesday, December 6th
8:00 pm 101 BA
FREE

For more info, call 372-7194
Sponsored by

12 Days of Fitness
■ - ■■-'■^■■'-

Vorst, outreach coordinator for
St Thomas More University Parish, also provides Habitat with
volunteers from the University
and University Parish.
Founded In 1976 in Americus,
Ga, Habitat is an ecumenical
Christian organization designed
to link up the more affluent with
the less affluent and the talented
with the needy. Habitat's goal is
to create an awareness In society
of inadequate housing and to involve individuals In volunteer
service to promote a more functional society.
The organization is financially
supported through donations and
non-interest loans from churches, church organizations and
individuals.

Volunteer coordinator for
Habitat in Wood County, Maxlne
Miller, expressed her excitement
and gratitude for the support and
Involvement of county residents.
Miller said that several businesses have donated gifts to aid
in the construction of three Habitat houses in Bloomdale. Many
people In the area have either
made financial contributions or
have volunteered their time.
One community member installed a complete plumbing and
heating system in the first house
but told Miller that It would be a
one-shot deal. However, Miller
said he came back and asked her
how the third house was coming
along and offered his services
again.

Jack fuehrer
The BC News
The Undergraduate Student
Government now has two openings for senators, following the
resignation of an At-Large senator.
Todd Phelps resigned earlier
this week from his senatorial position. According to Phelps, he
resigned due to academic concerns.
"I'd been considering resigning ever since the three cabinet
members resigned," Phelps said.
"But that's not the main reason
[for the resignation]. It came
down to academics."
The three cabinet members
who resigned are Sallie Stiens,
cabinet chief of staff; Nick
Kadel, parliamentarian; and
Marc Ross, director of National,
State and Community Affairs.
Ross's position is currently still
open.
Phelps also said he was dissatisfied with the performance of
someone within the executive
committee. He declined to say
who that Individual was.
USG Is also trying to fill the
vacancy left by District 4 Senator, Mike Leonard, who resigned
last week.
Leonard, a freshman Journalism major, said that the only
reason for his resignation was
personal In nature.

Z

Phone
352-9378

Leasing for 96 - 97
■
■
■
■

Choose From Dozens of Activities Each Day
Stay Active Throughout the Holidays
Challenge Yourself to a Healthier 1996
Finish 199S On a Healthy High Motel

Fox Run
Haven House Manor
Piedmont
B.irchwood Place

Mini /via||
Small Buildings
Frontier Housing
Houses

STOP BY THE SRC FDR MORE INFO
OR CALL 2-2712

Hurry! There's still time to sign up today!

I
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The organization seeks to eliminate poverty housing that is
firmly rooted In founder Millard
Fuller's belief that, "Everybody
who is made in the image of God
ought to have at least a simple,
decent place in which to live."

Students sought
to fill USG posts

Preferred Properties
Rental Office
530 S. Maple

"It's exciting to see people doing things for others," Miller
said.
Owner of the second house in
Bloomdale, James Lee Wenz, 208
E. Walnut St, said that the
project was much more than
Habitat as it included community
support, volunteers and donations.
Prior to their involvement with
Habitat, the Wenz family lived in
a trailer that was approximately
20 years old and were looking for
another home. That is when they
heard about Habitat.
Families who are accepted enter into a partnership with the
organization. The families are
required to donate hours of labor
toward the construction of their
home. They purchase the homes
with a small down payment and
continue to make mortgage payments over a 20- or 25-year
period. The partnership is intended to give recipient families
a sense of dignity and pride
through active Involvement.
"I think It's MiaTing that people are helping people for the
time we're living in. Most people
wont help others due to fear or
other reasons," Wenz said.

You snooze, you lose! 11
«

"I was frustrated with the
group, but that wasnt the reason
for my resignation," Leonard
said.
USG Executive Secretary Collenn Maltry said the organization
is working to fill the vacancies.
"We've had about four applications turned in," Maltry said.
"We know of more that are coming in, though."
The deadline for turning in applications for Leonard's position
is today. Stefancic said he knows
what kind of senator he's looking
for.
"We want someone who is familiar with the USG and what we
do," he said. "We want them to
have an idea of what they'd like
to accomplish as a member of
USG, as well."
Stefancic added that the applicants must live in District 4
which includes Conklin and
Rogers halls, and the old and new
fraternity rows. They must also
be in good standing with the University.
USG is still undecided as to
when they will begin accepting
applications for the senate position left vacant by Phelps.
"I still have to meet with Public
Relations," Stefancic said. "We'll
decide as a group how we want to
go about filling that position.
Right now our main concern Is
District 4.
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Adult films raise interest
Pornographic video rentals add boom to business
■ A "professionally painted"
sign was reportedly stolen from
the yard of a South College Drive
resident Monday. According to
the police report, the sign read
"Jesus is the reason for the
season."
■ A Sixth Street man reportedly received harassing phone calls
Monday from a man saying "I
caught up with Mario Lopez, he
was a little more difficult than I
thought. I'm coming to see you
soon."
■ A suspicious person was allegedly seen wandering around
Otley's Shell Sunday night. Officers located the owner of the establishment In the bathroom. He

Let Bute
The BG News

was trying to "catch a thief," acActors and actresses such as
cording to the police report
■ A FlncL-y woman thrown out Ron Jeremy, Christy Canyon,
of Checker's Pub allegedly began Peter North and Wendy Whop"banging her head into the wall," pers may not be the most famous
according to the police report. thesplans in the world of motion
The woman's friends reportedly pictures, but they are known
globally to avid pornographic
took her home.
movie viewers.
Films like Debbie Does Dallas,
■ A manager from Mr. Spot's
reportedly told police a driver Flesh Gordon, Cliffbanger,
was shorted $3.60. Police went to Jungle Beaver, Bobbit Uncut and
the residence and collected the the Deepthroat series are well-kmoney, after which "everyone nown fixtures In the porno genre.
Late Nite Video manager Eric
was happy now," according to the
Parker said adult videos constipolice report.
■ A "white snowman" was re- tute a very large part of the
portedly stolen from the yard of store's business.
"Weekday and weekend renta Revere Avenue man.
als are different," Parker said.
"On an average weekday, we rent
out about IS adult cassettes. On
an average day of the weekend,
around 30 or 40 adult videos are
rented.
"We rent out around 400 cassettes each weekend, so adult
videos make up 10 percent of

Toledo violates
inspection laws
The Associated Press

The Blade reviewed the
inspection records of Toledo's 625 restaurants and
examined 15,000 Toledo
Health Department records, including citizen
complaints and foodpoisoning cases.

Among the findings:
■ For years, Toledo has
violated state law by not inspecting restaurants annually. Some restaurants have
not had an Inspection in
three years.

■ When inspectors discover problems - roaches,
filthy kitchens, uncovered
food - nearly half the time
they do not return to the
restaurants to determine
whether the violation has
been fixed.
■ Even when problems
persist, inspectors rarely
shut down restaurants. The
department has closed two
restaurants since 1990.
During the same period,
100 restaurants in Columbus and Dayton were
closed.

n

those," Parker said.
for moat patrons, according to getting hurt in some way, then I
A female employee of The Parker.
think it is wrong."
Video, who did not wish to be
There seem to be many
"Sometimes a group of girls
named, agreed with Parker.
will be giggling back in the adult different reasons why people like
watching adult films.
"Besides looking at the naked
"I think people like watching pornos because people,
I think adult movies have
dialogue," said Christopheveryone likes watching filth. Besides, naked erfunny
House, a sophomore sports
chicks are cool."
management major.
"I think people like watching
pornos because everyone likes
Jeff Hicks watching filth." said junior Jeff
University junior Hicks. "Besides, naked chicks
are cool."
Still, some students said they
"We usually rent out quite a section, but most people are pret- have no pornographic urges.
few, mostly to males, but a cou- ty calm," Parker said.
"I really haven't seen a full
ple of females rent them too," the
video; I never thought they were
Vilvi
Vanniak,
co-coordinator
woman said.
a big deal," Junior business
Parker said males rent most of for Womyn For Womyn, said de- major Matthew Krajewski said.
spite what many people think, not "I'd rather spend my time findLate Nlte's adult videos as well.
all pornographic videos are de- ing it, rather than watching it on
"We have our regulars, people grading to women.
television."
who rent a couple of videos along
"I cannot speak for the group,
University sophomore Kurt
with one adult cassette," Parker
but I think people have the right Loose said he thinks pornograsaid. "Couples are big too."
to view them," Vanniak said. phy helps relationships.
While a few adult video renters "Everyone has a different opin"I think they are good for couapproach a rental desk with some ion of what is pornographic, but ples because they can spice up
nervousness, this is not the case if they portray women that are their sex life," Loose said.

INDIAN
Continued from page one.

log his Idaho missionary work In
the mld-18003, have historical,
cultural and spiritual significance to the tribe.
The collection, considered the
oldest and finest assortment of
Plateau Indian artifacts anywhere, was given to the Ohio Historical Society by a descendant
of Dr. Dudley Allen. He got the
Items from his friend, Spalding,
in exchange for other goods.

sponse to Ban's Oct. 17 letter to
Voinovich urging him to consider
helping the Nez Perec Tribe win
a six-month extension of a loan
agreement with the Ohio Historical Society that began In 1979.
"This would enable the Nez
Perce reasonable time to conduct
a fund-raising campaign to procure these artifacts," which have
been valued at an estimated
$600,000.
They were loaned to the Nez
The Nez Perce say the 19 arti- Perce National Historic Park in
facts in the collection, assembled 1979 to be the centerpiece of the
by the Rev. Henry Spalding dur- new visitors center.
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Try to study on the weekends

olidaysll

No time to shop? Make a quick stop
and choose one of our fine liquor,
beer or wine gift packs!!
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Vice President for Academic Affairs Candidates

IMICIY STAIMS
352-8639

737 S. Main

IF YOU'VE GOT WHAT IT TAKES
To BE A LEADER IN OUR COMPANY.
THIS Coum BE YOUR OFFICE.
X

-^.

At OCS you'll develop the qualities you need to beFew ^^^eople will ever set foot in an office
come a Marine Officer. Invaluable training that could
like this. But then, few people have what it takes to be
lead to an exciting career in aviation. If you've got
a Marine Officer. Officer Candidates School (OCS) is
the first step towards preparing you for a
future beyond anything you could imagine. IfMHTlltVS could gel an office with a spectacular view.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Captain Conley and Captain Anderson will be at Bowling Green December 7th,
from 9:30 AM to 3:00 PM, handing out more information on Marine Corps Officer
Programs. For faster action, call 1-800-892-7318. Semper FiI

PRESENTATION
& OPEN FORUM
An opportunity for all interested individuals to hear a brief
presentation from the candidates and to interact in a
question and answer format

Richard J. Collings

DECEMBER 7, 1995
1:30-2:45 p.m.
1007 Business Admns.

Lawrence D. Bryan

DECEMBER 12, 1995
1:30-2:45 p.m.
1007 Business Admns.

Jane L. Winer

DECEMBER 13, 1995
1:30-2:45 p.m.
115 Education

Charles R. Middleton

DECEMBER 18,1995
1:30-2:45 p.m.
1007 Business Admns.

Resumes of the candidates are available for viewing in Vice President offices.
Deans offices, Jerome Library Reserve Room, Firelands College Library, and
Faculty Senate Office.
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Stacey leads Falcons to easy win
Freshman scores 24 as BG rolls
over NAIA foe Defiance, 91-60
Scott Brown
The BG News
Welcome to Anthony Stacey's
world, where the baskets are
coming easy and the compliments are coming even easier.
The Bowling Green freshman
posted some lofty numbers again
Tuesday, scoring 24 points in
only 24 minutes on the way to a
91-60 Falcon pasting of Defiance
before 2,141 at Anderson Arena.
The Falcons boost their record
to 3-1 on the season heading into
the Indiana Classic this weekend
Defiance, an NAIA school, drops
to 1-5.
Jay Larranaga had 20 points
for BG as five Falcons ended in
double figures. But it was Stacey,
getting position inside and connecting on layup after layup, who
pushed Bowling Green along n making it look easy and showing just why he was such a prized
BOWLING GREEN 91
DEFIANCE 60
DEFIANCE (60)
S<*mann4-7 3-4 14. Barter 4-9 2-2 13.
May4-74-4 12. Vonfcmark 3-50-1 8.Tobias
2-40-04,Chetuult2-30-04.Kucuuki 1-4 14 3. Una 1-30-2 2,
BOWLING GREEN (91)
Komives 3-6 3-4 10, Stray 10-13 4 -4 24.
Ninkovic 0-2 0-0 0, Daniels 6-7 3-3 IS.
Larranaga 9-11 1-2 20. Moore 3-11 3-4 13,
WitttnaoWner 0-10-0 0, Rouwhorel 0-1 2-4
2, Chambers 0-1 0-0 0. Cowan 1-4 1-2 3
Crespo 1-10-02,C«veyCM)aO0,Holiiie« 1204)2.
Halftime - BO 43-29. Fouled Out - None. Rebounds - BG 36 (Cowan 7), Defiance 16
(Velter 9). Aldus - BG 13 (Daniela 3),
Duquesne 16 (Barker 5).ToUl Fouls -BG 14.
Defiance 13 Attendance - 2.141

Jon Raebackm* BC News

BG's Dayon Ninkovic goes up for a rebound.
recruit coming out of Graf ton,
outside of Cleveland.
"All we tried to do offensively
was push the ball inside," explained Stacey, who added five
rebounds. "I thought my team-

mate* got me the ball. I got the
ball In a pretty good situation
where I could go one-on-one and
take it to the basket."
See STACEY, page feven.

Why Defiance? It's $$$
Look out for the Bowling
Green Falcons. They're 3-1 on
the season.
Well, they are 1-1 against
Division I competition, anyway.
The question that many
people have asked me over the
past few weeks has been simple: Why Defiance? Why
Heidelberg?
Why is our men's basketball program hosting these
teams every season? Why
can't we get good teams to
come to Anderson Arena? If
Ball State can get a team like
Michigan to visit, why cant
we get anybody to come to
Anderson Arena?
Is it the guarantee of a couple easy victories? Is It goodwill to our Northwest Ohio
neighbors?
No to all those questions.
In all reality, everything
comes down to cash. And the
all-mighty dollar . says that
there aren't too many big
names out there who will
bring their team to an antiquated Anderson Arena.
Back in the 1960*8. when
under legendary coach Harold
Anderson - the arena's namesake - BG was a national
hoops power, all kinds of big
names came to Anderson
Arena.
DePaul.
Notre
Dame.
Syracuse.
Michigan.
Wisconsin. Marquette. Iowa.
Many big names and big

Scott Brown
Co-Sports
Editor

teams came through Bowling
Green.
As recently as 1990,
Michigan State played at
Anderson Arena before a
record crowd. Today. BG fans
have to settle for Division DT
and NAIA opponents.
Granted, big-time college
athletics has changed and Big
Ten teams like Michigan State
just don't do those road trips
to places like Bowling Green
that much any more. The
quest for the dollar keeps
teams from making trips that
won't net them some amount
of money.

But that hasn't stopped
Ball State from bringing in
Michigan this year, or stopped
Central Michigan from hosting both Northwestern and
Purdue this season.
You see. Ball State can
invite Michigan to their place
and guarantee a full house of
11.500 in their sparkling
University Arena.
Bowling Green can only
guarantee 5,000 in Anderson
Arena. Therein lies the prob-

lem.
The problem of a small
arena doesn't just affect
sports, either; commencement
exercises
inside
Anderson Arena are limited
and graduates can usually
only get two tickets for family
and friends; UAO's efforts to
bring in big-name shows for
concerts, etc. hit the wall
when a crowd of only 5.000
can be assured
There are varying arguments against building a new
facility. The main argument is
money, or the lack of It.
Others question where such a
facility would be. and still others point out the fact that BG
has trouble getting Anderson
Arena half-full for basketball.
These are all valid counterarguments, but there is no
question that there Is a need,
money notwithstanding. Top
to bottom, this University particularly in athletics - is
heads and shoulders above
most of its counterparts in the
MAC and it should continue
that tradition.
This University should look
into a preliminary plan for a
convocation center right now
as we head toward the turn of
the century. Anderson Arena,
grand old facility that It is. is
past it's prime.
Meanwhile, the fans are left
to watch Heidelberg and
Defiance, and to wonder "Why
this?-

Haley's career in trouble
Dense Freeman
The Associated Press

Dennis Poray/Tae Associated Press

?ea,lr!n'eCi>,W!>0y, defens,ve end Charles Haley sacks Gale Gilbert of the San Diego Chargers on October
y may mlM the rest of me 8eason wl,h
.if . « .
" ruptured disc. The Dallas Morning News reported
that Haley was retiring from football.

IRVING, Texas - Charles
Haley, the Dallas Cowboys' star
defensive end, may miss the remainder of the NFL season because of a ruptured disk.
"The season is over for Charles
and we'll see what happens about
next year," coach Barry Switzer
sald Tuesday. "He could still be a
good third-down player for next
year If he decides to come back
and play. But it's over for him
this year."
Haley refused to be so certain
about his prospects.
He left today for Los Angeles
for consultation with his doctors,
but before departing, he said,
"I'm not ruling out possibly playing later this season and I'm not
ruling out playing next year."
The Dallas Morning News reported today that Haley was retiring from football because of
the Injury.
"My career is over. I'm
through," Haley told the newspaper Monday. "I'm not depressed because I've had a good career and I did it my way."
Haley had told Switzer at half-

WinthroD Terrace Is Now Accepting Applications

WINTHROP TERRACE APTS
is now accepting
applications and deposits
for

^Christmas Shopping
Shuttle Bus
Bus #1

Bus #2

Union

Union

Woodland Mall

Big Lots

Downtown BG
Walmart
Kmart

Walmart
'
Kmart
Downtown BG

Big Lots

Woodland Mall

Union

Union

Spring Semester 1996
and Fall 1996-1997!

Charles Haley
Dallas Cowboy defensive end
Jerry Jones also made his return
very lucrative.
"He's a great player, but when
I heard this I was concerned it
might be his career," Switzer
told The News. "There have been
people who have had the surgery
he needs and come back. But I
don't know if Charles can do that
in his condition."
Haley's Importance to the once-dominant Cowboys defense

The bonus was part of a fouryear, $12 million deal.
Haley missed five starts in
1993 because of back problems.
The pain wiNridfwl last year and
he led the team with 12 sacks
and made the Pro Bowl.

• Campus Shuttle
• 1 and 2 B.R. Furn./Unfurn.
• 1 and 2 Full Baths
3 Great Locations
• Heat Included

CALL 352-9135
19 & Over

104 S. Main

WHERE IS YOUR HAT?
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"My career is over,
I'm through. I'm not
depressed because
I've had a good
career and I did it my
way."

showed in the second half of the
Washington game. Without Haley
pressuring him constantly, Redskins quarterback Heath Shuler
engineered a second-half comeback from a 10-7 half time deficit.
The Cowboys have had the
NFL's top defense the past two
seasons, but the unit is ranked
only 12th this year.
Haley has 10 of the team's 28
sacks this season.
Haley, who has won two Super
Bowl rings each with the San
Francisco 49ers and Cowboys,
was 3 sacks short of becoming
the 12th NFL player to reach 100
career sacks.
Back pain hurt his performance in recent weeks. He had no
sacks in his last three games.
"He's our best (defensive)
player," Switzer said 'If Haley
cant get there, then It's obvious
the other guy probably lsnt going to get there, either."
The loss of Haley could prove
damaging to the Cowboys off the
field, too. Jones enticed him out
of a retirement after last season
with a $3 million signing bonus,
and half of that counts against
the team's salary cap for the 1996
season even If Haley never plays
again'

Featuring

A shuttie deports every 20 mln. The
pick up end drop off point will b* In
front of the Unfvenllu Union

^

time of Dallas' 24-17 loss to the
Washington Redskins Sunday
that he couldnt continue because
of lower back pain.
An MRI test on his back has
been sent to a Los Angeles doctor
for comparison with previous
tests. In California, Haley was to
discuss the results with Dr.
Robert Wat kins.
Haley, 31, had a similar ailment last year, but Watkins repaired the problem and Haley returned to the Cowboys after announcing his retirement during
the offseason. Cowboys owner

6
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Allen gets revenge on old team
Cralg Horst
The Associated Press

KANSAS CITY - Most of all,
Marcus Allen enjoyed the AFC
West title he won on his first trip
to Oakland.
His coy smile, however, reflected his feeling about his other accomplishments against the team
that drafted him. Particularly
because they came in front of Al
Davis, who sent him packing
three years ago after calling him
"a cancer."
"It is very satisfying," said Allen, who became the first player
in history to rush for 10,000
yards while catching passes for
Chiefs 29-23 victory over Oakland and caught passes for 33
more. He has rushed for 10,723
yards and has 5,004 yards receiving in his career.

lose a game and feeling terrible
as he went Into the locker room.
He remembers Davis coming up
to him, screaming an obscenity at
him and yelling, "I should have
traded you."
"The nerve of someone to come
up and say something like that,"
said Alien, a proud man with a
well-earned reputation as a man
to go to when a tough couple of
yards are needed.
The result: he says he will go
into the Hall of Fame as a Chief
rather than a Raider.

"Most people will remember
me as a Raider. I'm just thankful
for the opportunity the Chiefs
gave me when really no other
team felt I could play after the
age of 33," he says.
Allen's contract is up at the end
of the year, and he says he has
talked with the Chiefs about an
It was the sixth time Allen has extension and playing one more
played against the Raiders since year.
he was signed as a free agent by
the Chiefs in 1993. It was the first
It probably will be the last year
time in Oakland; the Raiders had fans can watch his nimble foomoved to Los Angeles when they twork as he buys time to let his
made him the 10th overall pick In great field vision find an openthe 1982 draft.
ing.
Allen always seems to produce
against his old team. Last year,
"You have to exhaust your ophe helped the Chiefs clinch a portunity, and play as long as you
playoff spot by rushing for 132 can," he said. "Once you are
yards on 33 carries on Christmas gone, you are gone. I want to
exhaust it, get it out of the way
Eve.
Paul SmkurWTht AisocUtcd PriH
He holds several Raiders re- and go on to something else. I
cords but fell into Davis' dogh- don't want to wake up in the
yards and receive passes for 5,000 yards. Allen made the record book
ouse and languished on the bench middle of the night and say, Kansas City Chiefs running back Marcus Allen runs past Oakland
before his contract ran out. 'Damn, I could still have Raider Eddie Anderson at Oakland Coliseum on Sunday, December 5, against his former team, the Raiders.
199S. Allen became the first player In NFL history to run for 10.000
Allen remembers fumbling to played."

STACEY
Canunued from page tix.

Stacey anchored a Falcon post
game that dominated the diminutive Yellow Jackets throughout.
BG enjoyed a 36-16 rebounding
edge.
Antonio Daniels added IS, DeMar Moore 13 and Shane Komivea 10 for the Falcons.
Offensively, the Falcons finished
the night 36-of-60 from the floor
for 6* percent.
"Defensively, We couldnt stop
anybody, especially in the second
half," Defiance coach Marv Hohenberger said. "They put the
ball on the floor and drove to the
basket and Just did a terrible Job
sliding over."
Bowling Green led 43-29 at
half time, but turned it on in the
first eight minutes of the second
half. The Falcons Jaunted off on a
28-7 run, going up by 37 at 71-34
at one point
It was a sequence Just before
halftime, however, that BG head
coach Jim Larranaga pointed to.
'The last 10 seconds of the
first half, I thought the group
that was in there did an excellent
Job defensively," Larranaga said.
"On an out-of-bounds situation.
Jay [Larranaga] and Shane Komives forced a Jump ball and

then they forced a turnover and
got the steal and layup, and I
thought, took the air out of Defiance's bubble."
It was Jay Larranaga who converted a Yellow Jacket turnover
into a bucket at the halftime gun,
allowing BG the 14-point edge.
Stacey provided the bulk of the
second half run, finding himself
open of ter underneath He ended
up hitting 10-of-13 field goal attempts and all four of his foul
shot attempts.
Defiance played with the Falcons early. BG led only 22-20
with 10:30 left In the first half
after the Yellow Jackets had hit
four consecutive three-pointers.
Kent Seemann had three of those
treys and went on lead Defiance
with 14 points.
"Coach told us that we had to
keep our hands high on defense,"
Stacey said of the Falcons
countering Defiance's threepoint attack. "We had to put on a
lot of pressure and not let them
get a good look at the basket. I
think the guards really picked it
up on defense."
Daniels had five assists for the
Falcons, who committed only 13
turnovers in the contest to Defiance's 22. Moore had six steals.

GET*

352-9222

(PO[?(?OC?Ljll0tjj(30

If BE THERE!!!
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Molitor
signs with
the Twins,
goes home
Karren Mills
The Associated Press

Paul Molitor, who has played in
the major leagues for 18 years,
agreed Tuesday to a $2 million,
one-year contract with the Minnesota Twins. The 39-year-old
designated hitter has the option
to remain with the Twins in 1997
at a $2 million salary.
"Every night when I lay down,
I kept saying 'Minnesota' We
feel we have made the right
choice," Molitor said at a news
conference as his wife, Linda,
and 11-year-old daughter, Blair,
looked on.

Molitor turned down offers
from Milwaukee, Toronto, Cleveland and Baltimore.
"I've had a chance to fulfill a
lot of dreams," he said. "There's
no question one of those last
dreams to be fulfilled will be
wearing a Minnesota Twins uniform."
A baseball star at Cretin High
School In St Paul and the University of Minnesota, Molitor spent
the first IS years of his majorleague career in Milwaukee bei fore moving to Toronto in 1992
' for $13 million over three
seasons. He was World Series
MVP with the Blue Jays in 1993.
Molitor hit .270 last season, one
of his worst, as he struggled with
shoulder problems. He underwent surgery on his right shoulder five weeks ago and said his
rehabilitation is going very well
However, he recognizes most of
his work may be as designated
hitter rather than at first base.

Carolyn Stcwart'The AiMCUIcd

Paul Molitor holds up the Jersey of his new team, the Minnesota Twins on Tuesday, December S, 1995.
Molitor signed a one year, S2 million deal. Molitor is returning to his home town to play baseball.
"I didn't play one game last
year at first base," Molitor said.
"Well see how many games your
body will allow you to play."
Manager Tom Kelly said he
expects to use Molitor as the second or third hitter in the lineup,
if not the first
"It's important a hitter of his
caliber would hit as many times
as possible," Kelly said.
Molitor has 2,789 hits, the
closest active major leaguer to
the 3,000 mark. The Twins are
looking for more than numbers
from Molitor.
"Leadership starts in the clubhouse. I think Paul Is one of those
people who starts In the clubhouse and takes it right down on
the field," Kelly said. "Having
these kind of quality people in

Keep Your Eyes Psst Students
Out For The
Holiday
Packages Plus..
Tab This
Packages
plus...
Cards and Glfts'and more
Thursday
Your Attention Please.
A special event will happen
Sun Dec 10. at

your lineup is going to make the
rest of the team better."
Kelly said signing Molitor will
also show fans that the Twins are
trying to move forward. The
Twins tied with the Blue Jays for
the worst record in the AL last
season at 56-88.
"We've gone through some
tough times in the last year or
two. Hopefully, this will get us
back on track," said Kelly, whose
Twins won the World Series in

1987 and 1991.
Molitor said he talked with Kelly about the direction of the
team and was encouraged.
"My conversations with Tom,
my impression of the young talent of this team, the way he leads
the team ... it's something to be
admired," Molitor said. "As these
young players get better, I hope
to be a part of helping them to
improve."

Phi Mu 1996 Executive member
Amy Wickman....Seinor Panhellenic
Delegate

Sales Person of
the week

keep watching for more details

111 Rail Road
fr'i
i.p

Kocp up I IK* ?J[OO<1 work!

352-1693
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CAMPUS EVENTS
THE 1998 KEY YEARBOOK IS HEREI
Pick yours up Todayl

Ma M D«M Ed. Msfors 4 Profs.
28 West Hall

S.C.E.C Meeting on
Dae. 10 from 6-B p.m.

f 1 Awesome Spring Break Bahamas Party
CruiseCarfy Specials' 7 Days $278! Includes
15 Meals a 8 Parties' Prices Increase 12/151
Spring Break Travel 1 ■800-678^386

E011I
Topic: Severe Behavior Maordan

#1 Awesome Cancun a Jamaica Spring Break
Specials' 111*
owest Price Guarantee! 7
Nights Air from Columbus a hotel $3991 Book
Esrlyl Spring Break Travel 1 -800-678-6386.

SoaaAar. Bart laman
BETHERt"

"SAVE $$$*$ —
Uptown Announces
Cover Reduction and Specials
No cover over 21 or St cover under 21
before 11 pm Truss.. Fri.. and Sat.
20 ounce draft beers now upstairs.

* Attention Education Majors'
BGSEA is holding a Fundraising/Membersnip
drive on Dec. 4-8 from 9 4 New Merchandise
will be available.
—ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA—
Attention all ALD members!
Celebrate Christmas with your
MM members!
How: Go to Toledo Zoo's -Lights Before
Christmas'
When Dec. 7th at 6pm
Where: Meal in front ol BGSU Student Union
Cost: $4 payable at General mtg or that nghil
Any Questions? call Jenny Myer at 372-3233I
—AMERICAN

MARKETING ASSOCIATION-"
There will be an INFORMAL meeting Wed..
Dec. 6 at 7:30pm in BA 1007 Plan to have a
GREAT time at this holiday party) Don't forget
your $5.00 gift for the holiday exchange. Hope
to see you there!

BETTER HURRY UPI
Only two more information sessions
Lafi lo 00 on a
National Eichangal
This is your chance to
Go to one ol over 130 school!
Across Americal
Attend the next into session:
Friday. December 8,3:30-4:30
State Room. Student Union
For more into contact Co-Op Office
Or Sue Young at
372-2451

BGSU JAPANESE CLUB
presents
JAPANESE TEA CEREMONY
Where: Nakamolo Tea Ceremony Room, Fine
ArtsBldg.
When: Friday, Dec, 8, 70OPM-815PM
Fashion Merchandising Association
Holiday Party

Wed. Dec. 6.7:45
Founders Keepera
LAW SOCIETY

■-DANCE HARATHON WANTS YOUI—
MORALE TEAM INFORMATION NGHT
WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER 6 IN 114 BA
COME AND FIND OUT HOW YOU CAN GET
INVOLVED!

Attention Students:
If you have found a |ob
related to your Major
COME TO THE COOP OFFICE
310 3iud.nl Servlcee
to rag I alar tor a
FREE transcript notation
2-2451 for datalls.
BGSU APPRECIATION SPECIAL
$24.95 PER NIGHT
Sun. Dec. 8th, Sun. Dec. 11fh-Thur.. Doc 15
Coupon REOUIREDATCHECK-IN
See ad in this paper for coupon and details.
Best Western Falcon Plaza, 1450 E. Wooster.
352-4671.

BGSU Mom, Dad, Grandma, Grandpa
Sister, and Brother Sweatshirts
Collegiate Connection. 531 Ridge
352-8333

Good Luck on finalal
Happy Holiday's'
LAW SOCIETY

Desperslely Seeking
2 Graduation tickets!
Wilt pay TOP do Karl
Call Tracey© 372-3435.

Profile or Prochace
Where do you stand on the issue?
Come participate in a debate boMeen:
Psm O' Lea 7 & Lisa Knecht of the
Center tor Choice II
Miches! Durbin a Denise Swan ol the
Foundation tor Life
Wed, Dec. 6 @ a PM in 101 BA
Call 2-2343 for info.
Sponsored by UAO.

Extra Dec. Grad. Tickets Needed
Grandparents coming from Florida
WU pay cash. Call 372-1641 (Mike)
Factory Outlet Store
Student Desks starting at $39.00
Miller Woodworking Factory Outlet
Woodland Mai * 354-1814

WOMEN IN COMMUNICATIONS
Thursday. Dec. 7. 7.30pm 115 BA
Speaker Bev Sharp, BGSU Publications
Topic: Careers In PR
You don't ever have to leave college!
Consider a career In Student Affairs
The BG Division ol Student Affairs
is proud to sponsor Careers in Student
Affairs Week!
Ask us about Careers:
Financial Aid'Career Services'Student Activities-Greek Lite'Studeni Housing a Residence
Programs'Orientation'Rec Sports'Multicultural Affairs-Student Health Services'Student
Life'Otl Campus Student Centet'Counselinrj
Center*

FREE FINANCIAL AIDI
Over $6 Billion
in public and private sector grants a scholarships is now available. AH students are eligible regardless ol grades, Income, or parent's
income. Let us help. Call Student Financial
Services:
1 -800 263.6495 ext. FS5443
FREE SHUTTLE BUS
To: Mall, Downtown BG, Waknart. Kmart, a Big
lots,
(pick up and drop oil at Union)
SAT. DEC. 9* 10-5 PH

SERVICES OFFERED
Attention Spring Breakersl Jamaica/Cancun
$389, Bahamas $350. Florida »129. Sell trips,
earn cash, a go freel 1 -800-234-7007.
Get a Tan tor Santa!
Campus Tanning.

352 7889
Grants and Scholarship* are available. Billions ol doll.r. In financial aid. Qualify Immedsatery. 1-800-400-0209.

PERSONALS
11 Awesome Spring Break! Panama Cityl
Eany Spec alii 8 Days Ooaamrlaw Room With
Kitchen $129' Walk To Best Bsrsl Key West
(2591 Cocoa Beach Hilton $1691 Prices Increase 11/21 8 12/151 1 800678 6388

Attend sn info session:
Friday Dec 8, 3-30-4 30.
Stale Room. Student Union
For more info contact
Co-op Office or
Sue Young 3722451

NEED A ONE HOUR CLASS FOR SPRING?
TRY BASIC OR FIGURE SKATs*.: PEG 110
OR 181 FOR P/F; OR PEG 280 OR 261 FOR
A GRADE.
PI PHI • KAPPA • PI PHI • KAPPA
The sisters of PI Beta Phi would like to thank
the sisters of Kappa Kappa Gamma for an
awesome 'Greek Goddesses' date pany.
PI PHI * KAPPA * PI PHI * KAPPA
PI PHI • SAE - PI PHI • SAE
The Sisters ol Pi Beta Phi would like to thank
the Brothers ol Sigma Alpha Epsiton for a great
'MyTie'tsa.
PI PHI" SAE* PI PHI* SAE

X-Mes Party Wed 8pm
Call Brian @ 353-3434 or into

BGSU Mom, Dad, Grandma. Grandpa. Sister,
and Brother. ..Sweatshirts.
Collegiate Connection. 531 Ridge.
352-8333.

Today's Meeting (Dec. 6)
Has been canceled.

Would you like to spend s semester
or year going to school in cities like
New York, Boston, or Los Angeles?
YouCanlll
Why not going on s National E xchange
and pay no out of stale ratesi

"•CANCELLED--"
The regular meeting of
College Republicans has been
cancelled.

ACGFA REP WANTED
If you're hving off campus, apply now for the
ofl-campus rep. posit-on ol ACGFA, the Advisory Comminee on General Fee Allocdaeona. Applications available NOW at 1050
Moseley Hall and 405 Student Services Bog
Deadline is noon, Friday. Dec. Bthl
KNOW WHERE YOUR FEES GOII

•NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE"

HAVE YOU DONE YOUR HOLIDAY SHOPPtNOVET?
If not, come shopping with UAOI Where? 12
Oaks Mall In Novi, MKhlgavi. When? December » 0am-7pm $4.00. Sign up in the UAO office, 330 University Union. November 27-Dec.
7. Questions?? Call UAO Office at 372-2343.
HIGHWAY AUTO KIT Don't lew
without HI Contains tire gauge, first aid kfl.
lee ecraper, flaatalgM (with battery) trunk
tie-down simp and mere. A bargain at
$19.95. Raymond Gifts 9051 W. 81. Hwy EE,
Sprlne^d. MO 68802.
IsWsOfWTV STUOENTS:
W. Need YOU!!
tor PAID Summer Minority Internships
Bring your RESUME NOW
(or gal the FREE resume disk)
TO THE CO-OP OFFICE
J10 Student Servtoee 2-2481
Intern aw. EARLY nest Semests r!

PI PHI CRUSHES
The Sisters of Pi Beta Phi would like to thank
their crushes for a great crush tea.
PI PHI CRUSHES
PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE
Needed at most 2 graduation rickets
Will pay III Can ■ (212) 282-6763, home
Of 1 -800-569-6505, thanks, Dan Gibbons
Pregnant? Free Pregnancy Test.
Confidential a Caring.
354-4673 B.G. Pregnancy Center
Save$$$$$
Uptown Announces Cover
Reductions and Specials
No cover over 21 or $1 cover under 21
before 11 pm Thurs., Fri.. and Sat.
20 ounce draft beers now upstairs.

mm IUMMY

Happy Hour Drink Specials
Free Munchies

4-7'pm
4-7pm

S^GQLDAY S^S03QG0@§
Free Toco Dor

MARGARITAVILLEM

8pm-?

AHmorgorita's $1 Off

WS®BQS§S>AY WWS ®«J.
Over 2000 of your favorite dance hits!

Gomes Ond prizes

|Try our OOoz. BIG DREW|

t

.V

Young proleesionsl couple
interesled in house siting tor
the entire 1908-g7 school year
or part ol. We are very responsibls
and would gladly take care ol
pats or any other extras.

EXCELLENT REFERENCES
Call 352-2183

' DECEMBER GRADUATES ■
I NEED Graduation tickets' Will pay cash! Can
Enc@372-S540.
— Roommate Needed Spring -ae '"
• We pey deposit and sublease charge'
Sublessor gets OWN ROOM'
House is dose to campus'
Siaoarnonthl
Call 352-1630 for details.
• We pay deposit ond sublease charge'
"• Reommaat Needed Spring -36 •••
1 Female Sublessor needed lor Spring aomestor. If Intereefed, cal Jen & 354-1181.
1 groduotjon ticket lor Dec. Will pay moneyl
Cell 353-0633.
1-2 Roommates. Starling January. Male or
Female. Own Rooms. Must share rent and utH.
W/ 2 roommates Call 354-6521. ask for Jefl or
Mark.
2 graduation tickets needed. Call Noah al
353-4700 if you think you may have any avail.
able.
2-4 Sublessors needed. Large
2 bed/2 bath. Call 353-4060.
Aval. Jan. 8th

The Search ia on for a new directo for Homecoming 96 Applications in Rm. 330 Univ.
Union. Must be spirited, positive. wsH and organized.
Call Steve ©372-2343.
UAO Needs a new Games Director a
Spotlight Entertainment Director
For the Spring Semester
Must be spirited, creative, and in good academicsfanding.
Applications in Rm. 330 Univ. Union
Any rs- Call Steve @ 372-2343.
University Ambassadors
TONITEisfheBIG
X-Mes Party
C-ya at 8PM at Milan

USG ' USG ' USG ' USG
Attention Studente living In Rodgers, Conklln, end New end Old Fraternity Rows!
Do you:
' Want B get involved with the improvement of
safrey on campus?
•Demand that improvements be made tor tie
Union?
•Want to fight for the protection ol financial aid?
Appiy now lor a Senate Seat In your district!
Applications available et 14 College Pent
Due. Wed. Dec. 4 by 5:00 PM
You can make a diflerencel
Any?' Call the USG office @ 2-8116
USG'USG'USG'USG
USG'USG'USG
Whet nee USG done Iately7
Watch tor
The Pillar'
USG's Newsletter to see
Whet USG has dons for youl
Look lor it in residence halls and
In the Union.
Any ??s please cast 2-S116
USG'USG'USG

Female Sublessor Needed lor Spring '96
Very clean a affordable, f 162 SOTno.
» ut*. Call Chns 353-2518.
Four fun lemales need one sublessor for
Spring. Columbia Cts $i70/mo. Air conditioned. Your own private phone line! Please

cos 353-0276.
Graduation Tickets Needed
Will Pay $U
Call Joe © 352-3757 or 372-4446
HELPI Female sublessor needed for Spring
Sem. Own room a free heatl Rant negotiable
Call Jon or Lynn @ 353-0278.
HELP! HELPI HELPI
I need only ONE graduation ticketl
Wil pay moneyl
Please help by calling Mindy 352-9545
HELPI I'm the youngest of 7 and the whole
family wants to come to graduation. PLEASE
contact me if you have any extra tickets that I
can buy. Thank you, Juke 872-2832.
Must have a subleaser!
Apt. dose to campus, tow rent.
All util. included except gas.
Great roommate. Contact Jason
353-4014.
Need a bass player tor a dassic rock bank.
686-7735- focal cal.
Mead two graduation ticket.

mm.

4«UM«
QmMdill*
Combo
lQyaaadllla.1
LoftJrd burrWx Sm.
chum*. 12 os. Praam
CecBSau-

Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. All materials provided. Send SASE to P.O. Box 774,
CHathe.KS 66051.
Ful-Time Lifeguard/Assistant Aquatic Director. Requirements induce Lifesaving, Swim Instructor. CPR. 1st Aid. Prior Experience help
ful. Apply do Denise Reiter: Sandusky County
YMCA. 1000 North St. Fremont, OH 43420
1419)332-1531.

HoiKlay Cash'
$300/wk.,pt. sales.
Stan immed. Call 686-0111.
Make Money Now
Rapidly growing telecommuncations
oo. seeks Reps in this area. Great
financial opportunity lor full and pan
lime positions. Call Todayl
(419)825-3171

Nanny/Housekeeper needed, weekly
salary $200. Must be avail 4pm - 6:30am
Mon. thru Fri. and every other weekend.
Call 419-257-2588

Two Graduation Tickets Needed
WilPayttt
Call Candi 354-1510
Waitresses to sol candid snapshots
in local bsrs a restaurants.
Fun job, great pay. Call 419-868-2144.
Wanted Subleaser.
Effioeney Apt. Downtown BG
$295 .util.CaVI Chuck 354-8014
Will pay tor extra graduation tickets. Please call
Tom 353-2928. Leave maaaaga.

Uicnwi -a. isu
.//rr

• WANTED *
1-2 FEMALE SUBLEASERS FOR SPRING
SEMESTER.
ROOMY, FURNISHED APT. CLOSE TO
CAMPUS.
GREAT FRIENDLY ROOMMATESI CALL
ANYTIME

3545807

Apt. available Immedlatly tor sublease. One
female needed $181.2S/mo. There ara 3
bdrme. end 2 balhrmo. Sublease until 9/96.
Comfy, roomy efficiency. Furnished. Mastmum of four people allowed. Close to campus. Columbia Os. Call 353-6517 or
41B168 0SI« for more Info.
ApL lor sublease 1 r96 thru 5/96
1 block from campus, furnished.
Free gas 8 water 353-76220/352-7454
Available Jan. 1.1 Bdrm. apt. tor sublease ceiling fans, dishwasher, good location (Main St.).
$370/mo. . util. Cal 353-6050.
Do you need a quiet, dean place? Small security and short term leases. Charing Cross apts.
Call 352-0590.
Female subleaser needed. 2 bdrm. apt. dose
to campus. S200/mo. Please call
419-644-4111.
House for Sublease. 1/96 thru BAM
5 bdrm.. 2 bath. $500 per month a util. Right
across from campus. Call 354-2111.
HOUSES 4 APTS. FOR FALL 96
Office 316 E. Merry Apt. 3

353-0325
Alio, well mail lining I
Houses and Duplexes tor "96-'97
school year. 12 month leases only.
Starling In May. Slave Smith
352-8917. (No calls after 9:00pm)
Houses, 1 a 2 Bedroom Furnished apts. 1
year, 9 mo., and summer leases. Cal
352-7454.

NATIONAL PARKS HIRING - Seasonal a fulltime employment available at National Parks,
Forests a w.idi-io Preserves. Benefits . bonuseslCall: 1-208-545-4804 ext. N55443.

Jay-Mar Apts - Grad Students'
2 bdrm. apt. available for Sp. sem.Gss heat.
$485/mo. 354-6036.
Other listings avail. CALL NOWI

Our firm is looking for individuals who want to
gain comprehensive management experience
next summer. Earn $6,000 to $10,000 per
summer. Positions available in select Cleveland suburbs. Columbus, Akron, Canton, and
more. Call 1-800-887-1960.

Need to sublease my apt from Jan. 1, 96r Aug. 1, ge. Grad student preferred. 1 bdrm.
352 9597. Mchelle

PapaJohn's
Now hiring Drivers a inside help.
Excellent pay. Stop in @ 826 S. Main.
Part time cook needed al BG Country Club.
Good worker with neat appearance. Good
Wages. Apply in person anytime. 923 Fairview
A ve. 352-3100.
Part-Time $9/hr. Answer telephones, flexible
hours/local area. No experience necessary.
Call 1-809-474-4290 ext 172 intld
Summer Business Are you an entrepranuer?
Great opportunity with low slan up cost. Management training. Earn up to $60O/week. Vehicle required. Be o leader. Call Greenland kngallon at 1 -800-361 -4074.

FOR SALE

Own room needed for
Fall Semester 1996
Cal EM 01352-8345

FOR RENT

505 Dough 37-C available tor Spring. Large. 2
bedroom furnished, greet location. 354-1360 or
RE. Management 352-9302.

Needed: 1 female subleaser for Spring semesler, dooo to campus, low rent. Call 353-0250
New Students.. New Traditions...
Beepartofit...
Onentason 'Ml
We sim need Orientation Leaden.
Applications are in Rm. 405
Student Servros
duo back by December 8 th

Taylor 710 Guitar w/Taylor Case
Great Sound- Like New
(1175.00. Call 352-9418.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn up to
$2.000./montn working on Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour companies Work) travel. Seasonal
a full-time employment available. No experience necessary. For more information call
1 -206-634-0468 ext. C55443

Needed 1-2 Female Subieaaers. Nice house,
close to campus, 3 bdrrna., WasrwDryer.
rent between $107-$130. Call 353-3055

Needed 1 or 2 Subleaser for renting one of two
bedrooms. Psy electric only. Close to campus.
Call Ed 353-7011.

Round Dip plane ticket from Detroit to Atlanta.
$142. Call 352-8524, ask tor Adam.

2 or 3 bdrm. ranch tor rent. 612 7th Street
$695/mo. ♦ util. 1 bath, wahfdry. Nice garden
Call 474-5344 btwn 9-5 M-F.

T A S P kiiemational is looking for hard working, highly motivated students to fill management positions for the summer ol 1996. Gain
valuable experience to enhance your resume.
Average earnings are between $7,000-$9,000
Positions are being filled on a first come, first
qualified basis in all Cleveland suburbs. Mentor, Akron, Canton, Columbus, Youngstown,
and Southeast Michigan. For more information
call Matt Scherer® 1-800-543-3792.

Call Amy ©354-4082.

Oldsmoc-ie Cutlass Supreme.
Grey. V6, Very dependable 4 dean
CC. 56.000 miles
$3500 OBO Call Tom © 353-2928.

Babysitter needed starting Spring semester.
8a-n Noon, everyolher week. Call 354-2954 or
372-0479.

Desperately looking tor
the movie THE MUSIC MAN.
Will pay top dollar. Call 372-6276.

,.,.,„,*rrms WEB<S SPECIAL***

km

500 SUMMER CAMP OPPORTUNITIES IN
NY, PA, NEW ENGLAND. Choose from over
30 camps. Instructors needed: Tennis. Baseball. Hockey, Rolierblading, Soccer, LaCrosse,
Softball, Volleyball, Basketball, PE Majors,
Gymnastics, Riding, Lifegusrd. WSI, Water-skiing, Sailing, Windsurfing, Fitness, Archery,
Mountain Biking, Pioneering, Rockdimbing,
Ropes, Dance, Piano Accompaniast, Dramat.es. Ceramics, Stained. Glass, Jewelry,
Wood-Working. Photography. Radio. Nature,
RN's, Chefs, Food Service. Call Arlene:
1 -800-443-6428 51 6433-8033.

Help Wanted - Now hiring Cooks a servers.
Apply si Paglial's 945 S. Main 2-4pm

Female roommate needed for Spring. Apartment with room a oarage
Furnished.
$175/mo. Plus gas and alec. 3 Mln. drive or
bike ride from campus. 353-1246 702 Fourth
SlB

Studente who will be out on
Co-op lor the 1st time
Spring Semestsr
MUSTCOMETO
an EXIT SESSION either
Friday, Dae. 8th, 3:30 PM, 10SBA
OR Thurs. Dec. 1«th, 6 PM, 104BA
2-2451 details

50 GYMNASTICS POSITIONS- Coaching/Program Directing in prestigious children's
summer camps in NY, PA, and New England.
Be available 6/18-8/18. Top facilities. Free
room, board, travel. Top salaries. Call Arlene:
i 800 443 6428. 516-433-8033. Choose from
over 30 camps!

Help wonted over Christmas break. Office
cleaning evenings. 12-15 hrs. per week. Call
352-5822.

SPRING BREAK-Nassau/Paradise Island.
Cancun and Jamaicafrom $299.00. Air, Hotel,
Transfers. Parties, and Morel Orgaize a small
group and earn a FREE trip plus commissions!
CalMaOO-822-0321.
Spring Break '96' Travel Freell
Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas
Panama City, Daytona, Padre
• Great Low, Low Prices'
• Free Trip on only 15 sales'
Can lor FREE info packet
Sun Spleen Tours
1-SOO-426-7710

(35,000/VR INCOME potential, Reading
books, Ton Free (1) 800-896-9778 exl. R-2076
for details.

4 tickets for Dec Gradustion
Will pay $20. Call 354-8301.

Female Roommate needed for Spring. Apartment with garage. Furnished with Queen Size
beds. $175,mo Plus gas and electric Call
353-1246.

Gary Fisher Tasss|sra
Ml &ke $275 OBO
Cal Denny at 354-7083.

HELP WANTED
$1750 weekly possible mailing our circulars.
For into call 301-306-1207.

NEED A HOUSE SITTER?

Sigma Kappa * Jen Goben * Sigma Kappa
The sisters ol Sigma Kappa wish to congratulate Jen Goben on her recent lavaliering to
Seung Lee of Baltimore. Marylandl
Sigma Kappa' Jen Goben * Sigma Kappa

Y^ANewCsrAndATrtpToDsytonsll
Don't forget to play Papa John's
Rubbln'. RsckV. VWinln' Game
Game pieces on every box top
CSK3S3-PAPANOW

M©GQLDAY

WANTED

NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE

NEEDED ONE SUBLEASER FOR SPRING 96
OWN ROOM. CABLE. LOW UTILITIES,
FREE PARKING.CLOSE TOCAMPUS
822 Second St 353-2177
Roomy, efficiency, Furnished,
Large Kitchen, A/C, Lease thru
Aug.10.Avail.Dec.17th
Call 353-3237
Seeking lemaJe sublessors. Own room, dose
to campus, $285 • efedric. Call Lori at
353^308.
Subleaser needed tor Spring. Furnished apt.
Very dose to campus. $260/mo. (includes
heat and air) only have to pay else Cal
354-8616.
.
SUBLEASER NEEDED • Furnished efficiency,
Across from campus, quiet, own parking
space Call 419-424-1390 antyime.
Sublessees) needed, gigantic bdrm. New furnishedopt. 1-2 tenants. Call 354-4520.
Thurstin Ave. efteciency. A/C, free cable.
$290/mo. Spring Semester. Call 352-7938.

SP9UMG'B'J<iE5l'K'96
-t-CMTIKs-t- utm
FROM

FROM
19.5" Gary Fisher Mon tare
Dark maroone. great condition
X-ray grip shift. XT $600
Can Todd 353-2411

\*.

'99

399

low deports
'■•■Wl

1967 Toyota Corolla Dlx.
5-speed. 4 dr.. Excellent Condition
$1900. Call 352-5235.
Bargain! For sale: Largo, 5 bedroom house on
one 1/2 sere tot in Custar, Ohio. Cal
419-669-3602.

Free Parties &
Free Food!!

FOR SALEM
3 piece sectional couch, lair cond. $40.
Trek 800 Mountain Bike w' lock $175
Cell 353-5122.

1-800-SURF'SUP
STUDENT EXPRESS. INC

UNIVERSITY UNION
* Best Values on Campus

SDAY
l.OMI V4.I.I I M li .

PHEASANT ROOM

PIZZA
85.20

SPAGHETTI

—"Call 353-Taco
ComMta
Combo
looped BiarSaJpece
OjtO "-* IOk* CWO"1 ow

0 Q OE SOWn SMSM

$509

Mega
Meal

taco Kit (ftftlpMf
Uncftunotv*
_ Loodid Puffta- 2 ,
"CMn u oi c©L>»jBir
<5fe0 4 CMC* pODpslr

•a*
$2.49

Ml . on Can I.ill
Incl Salad Bar. bakuci
potato veggie & unlimited
beverage
OI*i:.\ l:r*0-7|».ii
■ ;. ,| ■ I meal plan cuds

Inch Salad & Garlic
Bread

OPEN 4t30-7pm

* All students meal plan^ards
accepted

